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If you’re planning a crafts project 
for  your next class of students, 
there’s a great resource for period 

toymaking called the Foxfire project. 

The Foxfire project was started by an 
English teacher in 1966 at a school in 
Georgia. The class decided to publish 
a magazine which would include 
interviews with their relatives and 
other area residents about local crafts 
and skills and how people lived. The 
content was a mixture of how-to 
information, first-person 
narratives, oral history, and folklore.

The magazines were eventually 
published as a twelve volume series of 
books. One volume, Foxfire 6, has a 
large section on handmade toys and 
games, including whimmydiddles 
(also known as jeep sticks),willow 
whistles, buzz saws, climbing bears 
and a variety of other toys, all suitable 
for entertaining children at your next 
pioneer days celebration. 
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One of the Foxfire books 
and a whimmydiddle.

Your museum has a period 
room, complete with old 
kerosene lamps, but the only 

lighting available is modern electrical 
lights, which look a little out of place. 
What to do?

Apparently you can find anything on 
the internet. There are companies that 
make electrical adapters for kerosene

lamps that will take regular 60 watt 
light bulbs.

I haven’t tried one of these, but 
it seems that it would be more 
appropriate than a fluorescent fixture 
for period room lighting. Prices seem 
reasonable too, around $15 US.

You could experiment with a real 
kerosene lamp to find the right 
type of electrical bulb that would 
reproduce the look of an old oil lamp 
(using a frosted glass chimney), or 
you can find a “faux flame” gadget 
that can be wired in to reproduce a 
flickering effect from a regular bulb.

New light 
from an  

old lamp

One supplier is W.T. Kirkman 
Lanterns Inc., in San Diego.
http://www.lanternnet.com/Merchant2/
merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_
Code=WKL&Product_Code=BNR162-
ELECTRIC.
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You should be able to order 
copies of the Firefox books 
through your local library. 

http://www.lanternnet.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=WKL&Product_Code=BNR162-ELECTRIC&Category_Code=
mailto: david.mcinnes@mts.net


Visitors’ Questions?…Flip your Lid!

The Manitoba Museum’s Parkland 
Gallery. You can lift the fish 
pictures for more information.

Beverley Serrell’s 1996 classic Exhibit Labels: 
An Interpretive Approach has a chapter 
entitled Labels That Ask Questions.

Serrell points out that asking questions in labels 
may encourage your visitors to get more involved 
in the exhibit, and that the best questions are 
those that visitors themselves would ask. Visitor 
questions may be gathered by listening to visitors, 
or through exhibit mockups or other evaluation 
techniques during planning.

“Flapper” or “Flipper” panels with labels 
underneath are popular because they offer visitors 
something to do, but Serrell cautions that the 
questions should relate to what the visitors can see 
in the exhibit and that the answers should be worth 
the effort—interesting and enjoyable discoveries, 

not just an excuse to add more words to an exhibit.

Her book may be purchased through your local 
bookstore or online at amazon.ca.

The RCMP Heritage Centre in 
Regina. You first rotate the wheel 
of sample bullets to try to match 
a bullet type with the murder 
weapon, then confirm your 
answer by turning the bullet 
casing (with the arrow)

A flapper lid from the Manitoba 
Electrical Museum

http://www.amazon.ca/Exhibit-Labels-Interpretive-Serrell-Beverly/dp/0761991069/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1291924776&sr=1-2

